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0. Introduction 
Linear logic, a logical system developed by Girard [13] is a logic of resources 
which has elicited much interest from theoretical computer scientists because of its 
numerous potential applications. (See [36] for a brief overview and also [38].) It has 
also drawn the interest of logicians and category theorists. The connection with 
category theory comes about from the fact that the notion of *-autonomous 
category, due to Barr [2], provides a categorical model for a significant portion of 
linear logic. (See also his more recent exposition [3], as well as the work of Seely 
[37] and Blute [6,7]). Thus, attempts to find mathematical models for various 
aspects of linear logic center around *-autonomous categories and there have been 
interesting recent developments concerning connections with the theory of Petri 
nets [24,25]. Also, the notion of weakly distributive categories [l l] has been 
developed to model aspects of linear logic. 
The partially ordered (complete) models are called Girard quantales and they 
were first extensively studied by Yetter [40] and then by Rosenthal [31] (also see 
Chapter 6 in [30]). There are several interesting non-commutative Girard quan- 
tales, such as Rel(X), the relations on a set X, and Ord(P), the order ideals on 
a preordered set P. 
Until now, there has not been much in the way of examples of non-symmetric 
*-autonomous categories (other than partially ordered ones) as potential models for 
non-commutative linear logic. Recently, Barr [4] developed a non-symmetric version 
of the Chu construction for *-autonomous categories [2], and Blute has obtained 
non-symmetric *-autonomous categories by considering quantum groups (quasitrian- 
gular Hopf algebras) [S]. 
In this paper, we describe a-general way of constructing a special class of non- 
symmetric *-autonomous categories, which we call cyclic, from a given *-autonomous 
category 9, by using enriched category theory and the calculus of 5?-bimodules. If 
Y is an autonomous category, we make the observation, following Lawvere [23], that 
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Bim(Y), whose objects are p-enriched categories and whose morphisms are Y-bi- 
modules, while not technically a category since bimodule composition in general is 
only associative up to isomorphism, behaves like a compact *-autonomous category 
with the tensor product being the tensor of Y-categories (see [22,23]). The dual of an 
p-category .‘x is its opposite Y-category Xop, and on the level of bimodules, the dual 
of a bimodule 9:X H :Y is given by using the symmetry of @ in 9, with 
gap : Yap H Top defined by 90p( X, y) = 9( y, x). If _Y is complete and partially ordered, 
i.e. a commutative quantale, then Bim(_Y) is in fact a compact *-autonomous cat- 
egory. For our main goal of constructing non-symmetric cyclic *-autonomous catego- 
ries, we assume that Y is a *-autonomous category. Then, if 3 is an %-category, we 
consider 2 (X) = Bim(.$, .“X), the category of Y-bimodules .d H S. This will be 
a *-autonomous category with the (in general non-symmetric) tensor product of 
bimodules being their bimodule composition. This internal biclosed structure for 
bimodules is described by Lawvere [22,23]. The dualization (or linear negation) 
operation is constructed for bimodules by utilizing that of 9. We need to assume 
that 2 is sufficiently complete, and hence by duality cocomplete, to allow us to carry 
out the various limit and colimit constructions necessary for this calculus of bi- 
modules. 
The fact that the theory of bimodules provides models is not really surprising; see 
the discussion by Lambek [ 19-211 concerning bilinear logic and the origins of some 
of these ideas in the theory of bimodules over a ring. Bimodules have also been 
considered in the context of linear logic in the interesting, unpublished work of 
Trimble 1391. The motivation and perspective, as well as the results there, are different 
from ours, the focus being on coherence questions for linear logic and the geometry of 
Girard’s proof nets. Furthermore, the main emphasis is on logic without a negation 
operator, whereas dualization (linear negation) is central to our concerns. 
We begin by briefly discussing the notion of cyclic *-autonomous category, general- 
izing the notion of cyclic dualizing element from the theory of Girard quantales. We 
then present the necessary background on enriched category theory and bimodules, 
after which we proceed in detail to present these constructions outlined above. We 
conclude by briefly looking at some examples, in particular the case where _Y is the 
r-autonomous category Y( of sup-lattices. In this case, an Y/-enriched category is 
just a small quantaloid 2 [32,33,35] and we consider the category of quantaloids 
with ,4u/-bimodules as maps, as well as for a fixed quantaloid 2, the category of 
2-bimodules. When 2 has one object, it is just a unital quantale. In the commutative 
case Z-modules were considered by Joyal and Tierney [14]. Abramsky and Vickers 
have discussed left (or right) modules over a quantaloid in their work on process 
semantics [l], and such a notion of module was utilized in the work of Pitts [29], 
which also contained some discussion of bimodules under the name profunctor. We 
should mention that some of our motivation comes from considering bimodules over 
Girard quantaloids, where this was done in the sense of enriched category theory over 
a base bicategory [33]. 
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1. Cyclic *-autonomous categories 
We shall not go into great detail here, as the notion of *-autonomous category is 
well described in the literature. The reader is referred to Barr’s original monograph 
[2], or perhaps for a more immediate account, to his more recent paper [3] (see also 
[37] or [S-S]). 
In order for a category 9 to be a (possibly non-symmetric) monoidal biclosed 
category, it must have a tensor product 0, that is associative up to isomorphism with 
a unit r, subject to certain coherence conditions [15]. If we do not require symmetry 
for 0, then the biclosed structure means there will be two internal horns, see [15]. 
There are many different notations; we shall adopt the following variation of Lam- 
bek’s notation. 
We shall use A L ~ for the right adjoint to A @ -, while we use ~ / A for the right 
adjoint to - @ A. 
We thus have the isomorphisms in 9, Hom(A 0 B, C) E Hom(B, A L C) and 
Hom(B 0 A, C) z Hom(B, C r( A). 
Central to the notion of *-autonomous category is the concept of a dualizing object. 
If @ is not symmetric, it entails the following definition. 
Definition 1.1. An object D E 9 is called a dualiziny object if and only iff the canonical 
maps in 9, 6,,: A + D d(A L D) and 6,,: A --+ (D 1( A) L D, (which arise by the 
adjointness conditions for @ and L and 1( from the evaluation maps 
A@(AkD)+Dand(DdA)OA + D) are isomorphisms for all A E 9. 
In [40], Yetter introduced the notion of a cyclic dualizing object, which was 
generalized by Rosenthal [33] to quantaloids. We shall be interested in the notion of 
cyclic, dualizing object here, as our main example will exhibit such an object. 
Definition 1.2. A dualizing object D is called cyclic iff there is an isomorphism 
(A L D) z (D r( A) for each A E F such that composing the canonical map 
6,,:A-tD~(A~D)withtheisomorphismD~(A~D)~D~(D~A)~(D1(A) 
L D leads to the map 6,,: A -+ (D r( A) L D. 
In the example of bimodules that we shall be discussing, we will have a cyclic, 
dualizing object. Notice that for such a D, we do not need the two different notations 
for the right adjoints ~ L D and D r( -. (In the definition of cyclic, it should be 
sufficient to just require that the functors - L D and D r( - be naturally equivalent, 
however we wish to emphasize the connection with double dualization.) 
We shall denote by A’ the object A L D z D L A. In the absence of cyclicity, we 
would have left and right duals of A corresponding to the two non-isomorphic objects 
(A L D) and D r( A. 
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Definition 1.3. A cyclic *-autonomous category is a monoidal biclosed category 
_Y with a cyclic, dualizing object. 
We record the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.4. Let 9 be a cyclic *-autonomous category. Then, the following isomor- 
phisms exist. These isomorphisms arise from the canonical maps which exist due to the 
adjointness of 0, L and 1(. 
(1) B 1( A Z (A 0 Bl)l, 
(2) A L B r (Bl @ A)l, 
(3) A @B z (B’ I( A)’ and A @ B E (B L A’)‘, 
(4) DI 2 z. 0 
We wish to make it clear that there are more general types of non-symmetric 
*-autonomous categories than the cyclic ones; a recent example is the non-symmetric 
generalization of the Chu construction by Barr [4], which results in a non-cyclic 
non-symmetric *-autonomous category. The presence of one dual in the cyclic case, as 
opposed to non-isomorphic left and right duals in the more general non-symmetric 
examples, simplifies things greatly. 
2. The calculus of bimodules 
We shall now review the basic definitions of the theory of categories enriched in an 
autonomous category 2, and the theory of S?-bimodules. Our main reference is the 
seminal paper of Lawvere [22], as well as some of his unpublished lectures [23]. We 
shall omit some of the commutative diagrams involved in the definitions, as they are 
easily understood and can be reconstructed by the reader. (The reader is also advised 
to consult [16], and for the theory of categories enriched over a bicategory, see for 
example [S] or [9].) 
We shall for the time being assume that Y is an autonomous category, i.e. 
a symmetric, monoidal closed category. 
Definition 2.1. Let 6p be an autonomous category. A set 5 is a Y-category (or an 
T-enriched category) if and only if it comes equipped with the following data: 
(1) an enrichment, which assigns to every pair a, b E X an object %(a, b) E 9, 
together with morphisms in Y, 
(2) 11,:~ -+ X(a,a) for all aE.55, 
(3) &,c: .X(u, b) @ %“(b, c) -+ %(a, c) for all a,b,c E X’, subject to appropriate com- 
mutative diagrams in 2, which state that the p&c behave like the composition of 
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morphisms with the maps qn acting as identities; see [22] for the actual 
diagrams. 
We shall not discuss examples here, as this is something that is well covered in the 
literature. Our goal is to present the basic definitions as succinctly as possible in order 
to get to our main results. 
Definition 2.2. Let S and ZV be Y-categories. An I;p-functor is a function ,f: 2” + Y 
together with Y-morphismsf,, : X(a, b) -+ J?l(f(~~),f(b)) for all a,b E X, which satisfy 
that Pfa /b fc a (Lb @fbc) =fac ’ kbc for all a, b,c E X, and also that ,faa 0ye, = qsa for all 
a E 2”. 
There is an obvious composition of _Y-functors and thus we obtain a category 
Y-Cat, of T-categories and _Y-functors. 
If X and 3Y are Y-categories, define their tensor product aY by (X @JYJ %Yy) having 
as objects 3 x ??I, and (.ZZ”@,Y) ((u,c), (b, d)) = %((a, b) @ dY(c, d). The rest of the 
enriched structure is straightforward and in fact Y-Cat becomes an autonomous 
category. We shall not go into the details here (see [22] again), as we shall primarily be 
interested in bimodules, which provides a more general notion of morphism between 
Y-categories. 
We do wish to make several observations that we shall utilize later on. First, the 
unit for gY, is provided by the _!Z-category .Y, which has one object u with the 
enrichment S(u, U) = T, the unit for @ in Y. Also, @JYJ is symmetric with the 
symmetry following from that of 0 in 9, together with the set-theoretic isomorphism 
3x9 Zqqxx. 
Also, note that every Y-category X has a dual Y-category Zap defined by 
Zap (a, b) = T(b, a). The appropriate p composition is defined using that of 9” and the 
symmetry of @ in 97. 
Definition 2.3. Let 9 be an autonomous category. Let 3 and OY be Y-categories. An 
Y-bimodule 9: 3 tr GY consists of an assignment to every (x, y) E 3” x 9 of an object 
9(y, x) of 3’ together with %-morphisms 
:?I( y’, y) @ G( y, x) -+ 9( y’, x) for all x E Z, y, y’ E 3, 
$(y, x) 0 3(x, x’) 3 9( y, x’) for all x,x’ E X, y E 3, 
which behave like “actions” in the sense that five axioms (commutative diagrams in 
9) hold. These express compatibility of these morphisms with the p and n (3 and 
?Y unity and associativity), as well as a mixed associativity, expressing that the right 
.X and left JY actions on 9 commute. 
Note that iff : T + g3 is an _Y-functor, then we can define bimodulesf, : X H JY by 
f, (y, x) = ?!I( y, f (x)) and f * : JY H % by ,f * (x, y) = <Y (f (x), y). These bimodules are 
adjoint in the appropriate sense [22]. 
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Also, note that a bimodule 9: 9” H 3 is equivalent to specifying an LF’-functor 
8: ?Yop @ X --+ 9. Bimodules are sometimes referred to as pr@_mctors. 
Before we discuss bimodule composition, we need to mention the notion of 
morphism between bimodules. Given bimodules $,(r :X H ~3, then a bimodule mor- 
phism co : 9 + a will consist of a family o,, : 8( y, x) + SI( y, x) of morphisms in Y, 
which are compatible with the :I and ?Y “actions” on 9 and x, as expressed by the 
obvious commutative diagrams in _Y. 
Central to the constructions of this paper is the notion of bimodule composition, 
which in general is not commutative, and hence will possess two internal horns which 
are right adjoint to it. We shall assume that _9? is sufficiently complete and cocomplete 
to carry out the required constructions in what follows, which is taken from [22]. 
If 8: 3 ++ 9 and 71: 3 H 2 are bimodules, then they can be composed to produce 
a bimodule ?L 0 9 : ~2” H 2 defined by taking (7~ 59) (z. X) to be the coequalizer in Y of 
the two morphisms 
which arise from the right “action” of ,!Y on rc and the left “action” of 3 on 
9 respectively. 
This operation 0 of bimodule composition is associative up to coherent isomor- 
phism, however it need not be commutative. The units for composition are the 
bimodules i, : 2” H Y given by &(a, b) = .X(u, b). 
The operation 0, being in general non-commutative, will have two right adjoints, 
which are described as follows. Recall that we are denoting the internal horn in 9 
by 3. 
If 9:X -+9 and 7 : 3’ w X are bimodules, then y ,/ $:?Y H 2 is defined by 
taking (:j r( S)(z, y) to be the equalizer of the two maps 
!’ 1%Y> xl * Y(Z> x)1 --+ n [G(y, x) 0 X(x, a) *‘/(z, a)]. 
x. a 
The first map arises by adjointness from 
~(4’,x)OX(x,a)OCG(y,a) -y(z,u)] 
+ @Y, 4 0 C$(Y, 0) * Y(Z, 41 + Yk u) 
by taking the action of X on 9 followed by evaluation, whereas the second map arises 
by applying the symmetry of 0 in 9 and then 
$(Y,X)O CWy,x) *;,(z,.x)] OX(x,u) + ;~(z,.x)@.fr(x,u) ---f y(z,u), 
where we have evaluation followed by the action of .X on ;‘. 
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If p: Z/ ++ ZY is a bimodule, then /I L y : P H ??I is defined analogously by an 
equalizer to be a subobject in _P of 
n B (z, Y) =+ Y (z, 4. 
If we fix an %-category 3, then &J(Z) = Bim(?‘, .X) becomes a non-symmetric 
autonomous category, i.e. a monoidal biclosed category, with 3 as the tensor product 
of :Y”-bimodules and with morphisms given by the bimodule morphisms described 
above. We record this as a proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let 2’ be an autonomous cutegory and let 9” be un Y-category. Then, 
&(.X) = Bim(?X, JX) is a monoidal biclosed category with bimodule composition 0 as the 
tensor product and I( and L as right adjoints to -). 0 
3. *-Autonomous categories of bimodules 
We first want to make an observation based on lectures by Lawvere in the late 
1970’s [22, 231, namely that Y-categories with bimodules as morphisms, while not 
a legitimate category in general since bimodule composition is only associative up to 
isomorphism, has the basic features of a compact *-autonomous category. This 
observation is also made by Kelly and Laplaza in [17] in the set case. 
Let 9 be an autonomous category. We have already discussed the BY of Y-cat- 
egories, as well as the fact that an Y-bimodule 9: .Z ~--t !I/ can also be viewed as an 
Y-functor, or profunctor, ?Yop BY/X + _Y. Let Hom( iv, Y) = !!/Op @Jy’ Y, and let 
Bim(Y)(x, <V) denote the Y-bimodules J” H ?V. Then, utilizing the symmetry and 
associativity of @ in .Ip, the following proposition is easily established. 
Proposition 3.1. Let Y be an autonomous category. Then, if’ ,I?‘, 9 and 2 are Y-cat- 
egories, we haue 
Bim(Y)(T OY Y, 2) z Bim(Y)(.Y”,Hom(?~, 3)) = Bim(Y)(b, 2qop OYX). 
Proof. Note that (‘!Y”” BY /X)OP 2 Top OY,?Y. Therefore, by utilizing the symmetry 
and associativity of 0 in -Y, a bimodule 8: .ix’ Or/ ‘!lI + Y, which is equivalent 
to an _Y-functor ?P@,(% OY ‘Y) + _Y, will give rise to an Y-functor 
(Top BY I!‘/) OY x + 2, and thus ( F’p O,,. Y)“” @,, 2” + A?. But, this is the same 
as having a bimodule :‘x’ t-, <Yap @,2. 0 
For an P-category .Y, define its dual .?“I = Pp. Note that the -Y-category 9 de- 
fined earlier serves not only as the unit for &, but also as a dualizing object. 
A *-autonomous category .d is called compact if and only if A =+ B z A’ @ B for 
all objects A,B E .d. The term compact was introduced by Kelly in [ 151 and such 
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categories have been studied by Barr [2] and Kelly and Laplaza [17]. They provide 
a model of cancellatiue linear logic in the sense of Marti-Oliet and Meseguer [24]. 
If 9 is a complete, partially ordered autonomous category, then Bim (3) is in fact 
a category. Such an 5? is referred to in current parlance as a commutative quantale 
(see [30]), and among examples of these are frames, ideals of a commutative ring, the 
power set of a commutative monoid and many others. We record the following. 
Corollary 3.2. If % is a commutative quanta/e, then the cuteyory Bim(P) is a compact 
*-autonomous category. 0 
We should point out that in the partially ordered case there is a related example of 
a compact *-autonomous category, namely the category Matr(P) of IP-matrices, 
whose objects are sets and a morphism from a set X to a set Y is a “9-matrix”, i.e. 
a function X x Y -+ .P’. Matr(9) is in fact a locally partially ordered bicategory and 
Bim(P?) can be identified with the monads in Matr(P), see [9]. 
We shall now look at several examples of bimodules for various choices of IR. 
(1) Let 5? = 2 = (0, l}, the Boolean algebra with two elements. Then, a 2-category 
is just a preordered set. The *-autonomous category Bim(2) is the category C’rd of 
preordered sets and order ideals, first systematically studied by Carboni and Street 
[lo] (see also [33,35]). 
(2) If X and Y are sets (that is, discrete preordered sets), a bimodule X H Y is just 
a binary relation. 
(3) If y = &6, the category of abelian groups, then an T-category is a “ring with 
several objects” and we are looking at the generalized notion of ring-theoretic 
bimodule in this context (see [26]). 
(4) If we take 2 = Rf, the extended positive reals, then an W+-category is just 
a generalized metric space. For an interpretation of bimodule in this context, see [22]. 
(5) If 9 = .YCd:J, then an y-category is small category and a bimodule .X 4 ?y, 
with x and 9J small, is usually referred to as a “profunctor” 9 : t!Yop @ 3 + Yt4~ 
The case where PJ = .4p!, the category of sup-lattices, will be discussed in detail at 
the end of the article. 
Suppose that @: -I’ -+ 6p is a closed functor of autonomous categories. Thus, @ is 
a functor together with an y-morphism ry + @(TV ) (where zy , z, are the respective 
units for 0) and a natural transformation qA,B : @(A) @ Q(B) -+ @(A @ B). These 
are subject to appropriate compatibility and coherence conditions (see [22] or [16]). 
If these above maps are isomorphisms, @ is called strictly closed. 
If 5? is a V-category, then it gives rise to an y-category @?Z via 
@x(x, u) = @(x(.x, a)) for all x,a E .%. Similarly, if 9: 3 -+ !q is a V-bimodule, define 
@ S(y, x) = @(9(y, x)). @9 will be a bimodule @x ++ @?q. 
Thus, if .5? and g are V-categories, then @J : I + 2’ gives rise to a map 
Bim(V)(?Z”, ?V) --f Bim(y)(@y, EV). 
Note that @(%“) = Q(S)’ always holds, but unless @ is strictly closed, @ will not 
be preserved. 
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We now proceed to the main aspect of the paper, namely the construction of cyclic 
*-autonomous categories using bimodules, in particular bimodule composition. This 
will provide us with a potential means of obtaining non-commutative models of linear 
logic corresponding to what is called cyclic linear logic. 
We shall now assume that 9 is a *-autonomous category. We shall proceed to 
define the dual 9l of a bimodule 9 and show that we can equip Bim(.Z”, Z) with the 
structure of a cyclic *-autonomous category for any y-category 2F. 
Proposition 3.3. Let 9 be a *-autonomous category und let .X and 9 be 2?-categories. 
If 9: 2” H ?Y is an 2’-bimodule, define 9’ by S1 (x, y) = 9( y, x)‘. Then, 9’ : 9 H 5 is 
un _Y’-bimodule. 
Proof. Let x,x’ E X and let y E dy. We must verify that there exists a left “action” of 
2” on gl, as well as a right “action” of *!?I. We need an action map 
2Z((x, x’) 0 9l(x’, y) -+ 9’(x, y), in other words .Z(x, x’) @ 9(y, x’)l + 9(y, x)‘. 
Starting with the right action of 2” on 9, we have the map 
9(y, x) @ Z”(x, x’) + 9(y, x’) which by adjointness gives rise to 9(y, x) + 
(9( y, x’) ,/ Z”(x, x’)). Since 2 is *-autonomous, this latter term is canonically isomor- 
phic to (3(x, x’) @ 9(y, x’)‘)‘, by Proposition 1.3(l). 
Therefore, the morphism 9( y, x) + (X(x, -u’) @ 9(y, _x’)‘)’ gives rise to, by dualiz- 
ing in 2, to the desired action of .X on 9, X(x, .x’) @ $l(x’, y) --f 9l(x, y). The fact 
that this has the desired properties is a straightforward check using the fact that we 
started with an “action”, and the properties of dualizing in 2’. 
The right “action” of q on 9l, S1 (x, y) @ Y (y, y’) + 9l (x, y’) follows by a similar 
calculation for all x E X, y,y’ E Y utilizing the original left “action” of 9 on 9. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let 2 be a *-autonomous category and let 2” und 9 be _Y-categories. 
If 9 : X H OY is an .Y-bimodule, then 9l is canonically isomorphic to (i,)’ J 9 and ulso 
canonically isomorphic to 9 L (i,)‘. 
Proof. Let a bimodule 9: Z t, 2% be given. Then ((i,)’ r( 9) (x, y) is the equalizer of 
two canonical maps 
Using the definition of dual of a bimodule, these simplify to 
F C&Y, a) =>X (a, #I -+ 5 [S(y, a) 0 X((a, b) * :X(b, x)‘]. 
Applying the properties of dualization in F, we obtain 
L + n (S(y, a) 0 .?-(a, b) @ .F(b, x))‘, 
a,b 
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and by dualizing, we are looking at two morphisms, 
Thus, we want the dual of the coequalizer of the two canonical maps 
2 (&J’> u) 0 .F(u, b) 0 X(b, X)) -+ C(9(y, a) 0 .cr’(u, .u)). 
a 
Recalling that the unit for bimodule composition is just the bimodule 
i,(u, b) = X(u, b), this coequalizer is just (90 i,)(y, X) = $(J, x), and thus dualizing we 
obtain that ((i,)’ r( 3) (x, y) 2 9(y, x)’ = 2J1(.x, y). A similar calculation establishes 
the isomorphism 8l z 8 L (i,,,)‘. 0 
We can now state our main result 
Theorem 3.5 Let A? he a *-autonomous category und let .(r’ he un P-cutegory. Then, 
AS’(T) = Bim (:‘x, 2”) is a cyclic *-autonomous cutegory. 
Proof. We claim that it follows from Proposition 3.4 that (i,)’ is a cyclic dualizing 
bimodule. Note that in Proposition 3.4, we are essentially proving that 
(i,)’ r( 9 2 (9 i,)’ and analogously 9 L (i,)’ 2 ((i,: 9)‘, and therefore the desired 
isomorphism [ 8 L (i,)‘)] + [(ix)’ 1( $1 comes from the isomorphism 9~’ i, 2 i, : 9. 
Applying this, we get the isomorphism 
This is isomorphic to [((i,)’ 1( 9) L (i,)‘], f rom which it readily follows that (ix)’ is 
a cyclic, dualizing object. 0 
A few observations are in order. First, it is a trivial observation, but worth noting, 
that every (symmetric) *-autonomous category 9 arises by this construction. Recall 
that .Y denotes the Y-category with one object u, where 9 (u, u) = r, the unit for 0 in 
9. Then, it is not hard to see that 9(Y) = Bim (<Y, 9-) z 9’. 
Our second observation is that this construction provides us with an indexed 
category of *-autonomous categories. (Let *-AutCat denote the category of *-auto- 
nomous categories and closed functors between them.) We take our base category to 
be Y-Cat, the category of Y-categories and 2’-functors. 
Define J : (Y-Cat)op + *-AutCat on objects by 2(X) = Bim(f, Y’), where 9” is an 
Y-category. If ,f : X + ‘!Y is an Y-functor between Y-categories .X and ?q/, and if 
9 : !I/ H 3 is a bimodule, define a bimodule S(,f) : .f F+ .T by &‘(,f)( 9) =,f * :’ $c.f,. 
This construction is related to the notion of linear hyperdoctrine [7], and it will 
preserve linear negation (( )‘), but in general it will not satisfy Frobenius reciprocity or 
preserve 0 (being closed but not strictly closed), without some additional assump- 
tions on thef (see [34]). 
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Before looking at our main example obtained by taking Y = .Y’f, the category of 
sup-lattices, we shall briefly describe how order ideals arise from our construction. 
Let Y = 2, the two element Boolean algebra. Then, a 2-category is just a preor- 
dered set P and a bimodule 8: P ++ P is just an order ideal, in the sense of Carboni 
and Street [lo] (see also [33,34]). Thus, 9 is a relation on P and if we denote the 
preorder on P by 2 then we have a, I u2 in P and (az, h) E 3 implies (ur , b) E 9 and 
also (u, h,) E 9 and hr I b2 in P implies (a, h,) E 8. 
To obtain this in a slightly different fashion, let 5? = Rel(P), the quantale of 
relations on P; this is a *-autonomous lattice, i.e. a Guard quantale. An Y-category 
.&’ with just one object * is a preorder relation of P. (&A(*, *) = R is a relation on P, 
which must be reflexive and transitive.) It readily follows that Bim(d) is just Ord(P), 
where P has been equipped with the preorder relation R. 
More generally, if Y is *-autonomous, then an p-category .8 with one object 
u corresponds to a monoid R = 2(u, u) in 2, and a(.#) is the category of all objects 
X of oip with right and left M-actions, together with M-equivariant maps in Y as 
morphisms. 
4. Quantaloids and bimodules 
Let 5Y = .Y/, the category of sup-lattices. Then an Y/-category, for our purposes, is 
just a small quantaloid. In [29J, the notion of bounded quantaloid is also developed to 
go beyond the restriction of smallness, but we shall not go into that. Quantaloids are 
a natural categorical generalization of quantales [30], in that unital quantales are 
quantaloids with only one object. For a detailed look at quantaloids see [32,33, 351. 
Quantaloids have also been studied in [l]. We shall present the definition of quan- 
taloid here to help the reader focus on the idea of an enriched category. 
Definition 4.1. A quantaloid is a locally small category D;, such that 
(1) for a,b E 9, the horn-set s((a, h) is a complete lattice, 
(2) composition of morphisms in Z preserves sups in both variables. 
Examples of (large) quantaloids include Y’/ itself, as well as ,+?(i, the category of 
sets and relations. A quantaloid with one object is just a unital quantale [307. 
If G? is a locally small category, there is the so-called free quantaloid on &‘, .p(.&), 
with objects the same as .d, but whose morphisms sets are .Y(&(u, h)), the power sets 
of the horn-sets of ,d. This arises from the covariant power set construction, and it is 
worth noting that as such we are assigning the free sup-lattice to the horn-sets of .cyl. 
Definition 3.2. If $ and Y are quantaloids, then a himodule M: 2 H 9, also called 
a 9-,Y himodule, consists of the following data: 
(1) for every (a, h) E Y x 2, a sup-lattice M(a, h) 
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(2) For (b, h’) E 2 x 9, we have an action M(a, b) x ZI(h, b’) --t M(a, b’), denoted by 
(x,f) H x .f satisfying: 
x.ih = x for b = b’, 
x.(f”9) = (X.f).Y for g composable with i 
(sup,x,).f= sup,(xl.f) for all {xX> L M(a, b), 
x.(sup,,f,) = sup,(x .,fE) for all { fa} c L?(b, b’). 
(3) For (a’, a) E 9 x 9, we have an action Y’(a’, a) x A4(a, b) + M(a’, b), denoted 
by (y, x) N y * x satisfying: 
&*x=x for a’ = u, 
(fC9)“X =f*(g*x) for g composable with 5 
y * (sup,xa) = sup, (g *x,) for all {x~} G M(a, b), 
(sup&) * x = sup,(g, * x) for all {fn} G 9(a, a’). 
(4) If g E Y(a’, a), x E M(a, b), f E 2(b, b’), then (g * x).f = g* (x.,f) 
If h/l is a 9-Y bimodule, its dual ML is given by M’(b, a) = M(u, b)” (where 0” 
denoted by the lattice theoretic dual in ,Y/). To describe the action, we simply need 
modify the description in the case of modules over a commutative quantale, as 
outlined by Joyal and Tierney [14]. 
Observe in the proof of Proposition 3.3 that we have essentially used adjointness in 
going from the original actions on the given bimodule to the actions on the dual. 
For a fixed ,f E A!(b, b’), the action of S induces a sup-preserving map -.f: 
M(u, b) + M(u, b’), which therefore has a right adjoint Of : M(u, b’) -+ M(u, b). 
This right adjoint becomes a sup-lattice map upon passage to the duals, 
()I : M(u, b’)” -+ M(u, b)” and combining these actions, we obtain the action 
22(b, b’) x M (u, b’)’ + M(u, b)“, which is the action 2(b, b’) x M’(b’, a) + M’(b, a). 
Similarly, for g E Y((a’, a), the action g * -: M (a, b) -+ M (a’, b) has a right adjoint 
( )g : M (a’, b) + M (u, b), and we proceed in a similar fashion to obtain the appropriate 
right action of .Y on ML. 
We can relate ring-theoretic bimodules to these lattice-theoretic ones by utilizing 
the closed functor S : .c91r -+ Ye where S(A) is the sup-lattice of subgroups of A for an 
abelian group A. From the remarks before Proposition 3.3, it follows that for 
.&G-categories X and ;/, S yields a map Bim(,dR)(X, ?I) + Bim(Ss)(SZ, SLY)). We 
can mimic this subobject construction for any autonomous category 9, where the 
subobjects of an object form a complete lattice and morphisms give rise to sup- 
preserving maps (see [28]). 
Finally, the free sup-lattice functor .Y : 9’dd -+ .Y/ (discussed earlier) is a strictly 
closed functor and hence if .d and :@I are locally small categories, every profunctor 
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9: .?t30p @ .d + .4P~t.3 gives rise to a .?(.+9(.?/3) bimodule #Pg, where 
B 9(h, u) = .Y( S(h, a)). 
5. Concluding remarks 
We wish to finish by making a couple of remarks regarding possible future 
directions for the investigation of bimodules and *-autonomous categories. There is 
the aforementioned work of Trimble dealing with coherence questions for linear logic. 
Also, Lawvere always argued that bimodules should be viewed as generalized 
relations, indeed relations are a special case of bimodules. Thus, it seems very likely 
that constructions, which give rise to *-autonomous categories by using relations, can 
be extended to the more general setting of enriched category theory and bimodules. 
What we particularly have in mind are the Chu construction [2,3] as well as the work 
of de Paiva [12] on Dialectica-like models for linear logic. 
As a final observation, we simply remark that there are many notions from enriched 
category theory that can be looked at more closely in this context, such as that of 
Cauchy completeness [22], as well as exactly how left and right modules (as opposed 
to bimodules) fit into this framework. Also, bimodules play a central role in general- 
ized Morita theory (see [27]), and it would be interesting to see what role, if any, is 
played by the operation of linear dualization of bimodules. 
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